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An Orientation on IOSD was organized by the JIMS Engineering Management Technical Campus
on 17th October 2019. In the Orientation an interactive technical session was given by the director
of IOSD Mr Krishna Rai and Mr Saksham Sandhu so that all the students can get familiar with the
new development culture. There students got to know about IOSD that this is a platform through
which a student can hone their coding and developmental skills and the society aims to inculcate a
learning environment in which students can come together and solve problems. There, a new
chapter of IOSD was introduced to the student that is IOSD-JEMTEC.
IOSD is the only student organization that is completely development-oriented. In this organization,
a student can take-on projects to create websites and IOS/ Android applications.
So many students from BTech and BCA had participated in this Interactive session. There was a
total of 250 enthusiastic students in the auditorium done direct interaction, followed by
questionnaire. Students who answered correctly in the questionnaire were rewarded by the goodies
like bags, T-Shirts, Stickers. After the orientation more than 50 students registered for the
membership of IOSD-JEMTEC. They got the swag packs with the membership form. The event
ended by introducing the audience to the core team of IOSD - JEMTEC who were the students of
B.Tech 2nd and 3rd year.
It was quite the Interactive orientation for the students who want to do something in their future.
There was an atmosphere of learning and growing together. We are looking forward to work
together with all the new members of the IOSD-JEMTEC.

